Islam - see what's happening in Belgium.
http://www.cbn.com/tv/embedplayer.aspx?bcid=1509282970001 (press the button on bottom
left)

Geert Wilders
Extract from Speech during the parliamentary debate about the military mission to fight ISIS in Iraq
Thursday, 02 October 2014 21:15
Madam Speaker,
The Islamic State is an Islamic cancer. It is a poisonous snake based on the Quran and the life of
Muhammad, a criminal who 14 centuries ago went, murdering and decapitating, from Medina to
Mecca. His self-appointed successor Caliph Baghdadi is now at the gates of Baghdad and Damascus.
He has followers all over the world, including in our country, our cities and streets.
Again, people are beheaded according to the Koranic commands such as Sura 47 verse 4: "When ye
meet the unbelievers, smite at their necks and when ye have caused a bloodbath among them bind a
bond firmly on them." Even moderate Muslims cannot escape violence because, according to the Koran
and the Sharia, they are apostates.
All the gullible minds who say that the Islamic State has nothing to do with Islam are committing a
serious politically-correct error, whether they are Obama, Cameron, Rutte or Samsom.
We are at war. War has been declared against the free West. Our freedom, our culture, the future of our
country and our children are at stake. We must strike back hard, in the Netherlands, in the rest of the
West and also in Iraq and Syria. Hence, my party supports the Government's decision to deploy Dutch
F16s against the Islamic state. We say: Let us bomb them.

Stop Denying the Obvious: Islam is a Problem
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To defeat IS we should do more than just bomb its strongholds in the Middle East; we should no longer
turn a blind eye to the violent nature of Islam. We should demand that those who settle in our countries
cast aside values incompatible with ours. There is a huge problem -- also in our countries - cause by the
violent exhortations of Islam. Only when we face this truth will we be able to win this war we are in.
Although the majority of Muslims are moderate, thousands of innocent civilians all over the West have
fallen victim to terrorists inspired by Islam. IS has announced that every citizen of the West is a target.
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Geert Wilders founded his own political faction – Freedom Party (PVV). The party's main platform is
the struggle against the Islamization of Holland.
Geert Wilders loves us. Sometimes it's actually a little embarrassing when people express such
unconditional love for the State of Israel. Wilders was born and raised Catholic. He visited Israel for
the 40th time right in the middle of Operation Protective Edge. Just for a visit.
Wilders began his political career as a speechwriter, but it wasn't long before his name made it onto the
VVD party list, and before he knew it he was a member of the Netherlands House of Representatives.
One of his colleagues in parliament was Ayaan Hirsi Ali, a Somali-born former Muslim activist who
published books that expose Islam's oppressive attitude toward women.

Hirsi Ali's most famous book, Infidel, won her international fame, as well as a number of fatwas (death
decrees) issued by Islamist groups. Hirsi Ali wrote the script for a movie called Submission, directed
by Theo van Gogh, which criticized the treatment of women in Islamic society. It turned out to be the
last movie that van Gogh ever made, because Muhammad Bouyeri shot him twice and stabbed him
seven times on an Amsterdam street, and then pinned a letter with verses from the Koran to van Gogh's
body with a small knife. Bouyeri also carved out two names on the body: Ayaan Hirsi Ali and Geert
Wilders. A couple days later, two assassins were caught with grenades on their way to kill the two
politicians. Hirsi Ali was quickly whisked out of Holland and Wilders became the most heavily
guarded politician in all of the Netherlands.

The Terrorists Are Among Us –
Geert Wilders
PVV -plan against terrorism receives broad support from voters - 65% of Dutch: Islamic culture does
not belong to Netherlands Party for Freedom (PVV) proposes plan against Islamic terrorism in the
Netherlands

